We help you care for every hopeful parent

Guide every parent-to-be in planning for the path ahead with genetic insights
Every hopeful parent deserves reliable genetic insights

The goal of carrier screening is to detect couples who are at risk of passing down serious inherited conditions.

The clinical utility of carrier screening is to help at risk couples understand their risk(s) and consider their reproductive, diagnostic testing, newborn screening, and treatment options.

ACOG and ACMG recommend carrier screening to every patient considering pregnancy or who is already pregnant.1,2

Understanding carrier screening status can help families get to a diagnosis, and possibly treatment, faster.

Foresight® Carrier Screen helps you identify couples—of every ancestry—who are at risk to pass down serious, prevalent, clinically-actionable inherited conditions to their children, giving all your patients clear answers to guide their journey.

1 in 22
1 in 22 couples (screened with the Universal panel) identified at-risk for serious inherited conditions - the highest published detection rate6

>99%
>99% detection rate for the vast majority of genes on our panels7
Simplify screening for every couple with tandem reflex and merged reports

Tandem reflex streamlines partner carrier screening by:

- Reducing follow-up coordination
- Decreasing turnaround time
- Increasing screening compliance
- Managing cost

Both reproductive partners' samples are drawn

Patient is screened first

If patient screen is positive...

If patient screen is negative...

...the partner sample is screened

...the partner sample is not screened

You and your patients have access to our Board-Certified Genetic Counselors

Merged reports offer a clear view of overall reproductive risk
Carrier screening panels designed with every patient in mind

Myriad Genetics pioneered the first expanded carrier screening to maximize detection of at-risk couples. Our goal is to produce not simply more, but meaningful clinical information. We offer three standard panels:

**Fundamental**
Cystic fibrosis and spinal muscular atrophy

**Fundamental Plus**
Guidelines-focused set of 14 genes

**Universal**
176 genes associated with serious and prevalent inherited conditions

Panels may be customized based on clinical needs

Meet the Pantier family

Real-world impact:

Ashley Pantier shares the positive health impact the Foresight® Carrier Screen has had on her family

---

7. Based on internal data